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About This Game

Twinfold delves into the duplicity of duplication. A roguelike about merging golden babies and squashing angry faces.
Manipulate a labyrinthine tableau with the swipe of a finger. Merge and munch on golden babies to level up and gain game-

changing abilities.

- Thought-bending strategic gameplay
- Procedurally generated micro-puzzles

- Infinite replayability
- Over 40 unique skills

- 7 enemy types
- 6 well-thought-out bullet points
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Title: Twinfold
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Kenny Sun
Publisher:
Kenny Sun
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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No controller support for a platformer??? I Cant stand playing this type of game with the keyboard. Not worth the $3 as it is
right now :(. Fun and fast paced game full of challenges that will keep you playing for hours. Lifeline had a lot of promise with
its original pacing mechanics and immersive style, but what saddens me the most is that it has completely failed to realise its
potential.

The core of the game is that you have to guide the protagonist through the dangers by helping him make decisions.
And that's where the interesting premise starts to fall apart.

First of all, the protagonist himself. He lacks any real character and at best can be described as "common", "annoying", "whiny"
and only occasionally "witty". I suppose it makes him relatable but it's only a matter of time until he annoys the hell out of you,
especially if he keeps dying because of random choices.

Yes, the choices. This is the perfect example of bad and meaningless choices that all CYOA games should avoid. For every
situation, there are only two choices, and 90% of the time the choice is whether to go "left" or "right". That's it. You'll spend
hours telling the protagonist to go in one direction or the other without any meaningful interactions. The protagonist then
continiously asks you whether you are absolutely sure you want him to go this way and continues to whine. If you ignore his
whining, congratulations. Most of the time, he'll end up dead and you'll have to replay a large chunk of the game.

Lastly, the story. What starts as an interesting space horror/mystery rapidly devolves into some typical b-movie and ends.
Without spoiling anything, I was both surprised and dissapointed by the ending, having wandered in space for many days before
reaching a quick and unsatisfying conclusion.

Oh, and if you want a good CYOA game with similiar mechanics but better story, mystery and real choices, you should play
"Lost Crew" instead.. One of the best games of all time! I'm so glad to have this game again even though it's not in my mother
tongue. Nevermind. I'm glad as f**k to be able to play it again on a windows 10 pc.

I used to play so uncountable many hours when I was about 11 years old and I NEVER got bored of the game.

Unfortunately I couldn't simply play it without any troubles so I had to figure out some solutions but none did really work. So I
have to play it the oldschool way: in a 4:3 solution because the 16:9 still won't work. -.-

Such a good game from back in the days... I simply love it. Forever! <3. I have been a huge Myst fan ever since the first one
came out. While I enjoy a good shoot-'em-up (see my review for Doom), I more enjoy the opportunity to leave RL behind and
enter an entire new world. The puzzles for this were engaging and I only needed to look up the solution for one or two of the
most difficult - which means it is a good game for pretty much everybody. Keep a journal by your side and take notes so you
can piece together the solutions!. 1\/10 Rating

Great concept but it is the same as \u201cNo man\u2019s Sky\u201d to be honest.
This game is horrible in terms of menu function and game play in general. You have no idea what you are doing and you have to
play almost an entire day to unlock the achievements which is insane.

If you are a casual gamer looking to have fun in low budget space then this is the game for you.
If you want something more serious and detailed then \u201cNo man\u2019s Sky\u201d is the game for you.
. I've only just started to play with this game but can already see it will be addicting!!
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+Dragons
+Modern weapons
+Really nice if you find some peaople to play with
+Good graphics
-Should be in early access
-Not so much content
-May be buggy some times
-The way it introduces you to game modes and game overall.

Yet still you will have to try it yourself and test it as I'm not you and you might have better or worse experience.. Great game but
the only problem was it was to easy.. I dont like this game.It too hard.. pros:
it scrungled my grumpus
also they move to the beats of "Absolutamente" by Fangoria

cons:
im always worried pupper get lost. Behind all those leaves, roots, and petals is an intelligent bio-machine of starch, nutrients,
and water. Take over a flower's seedling to help it grow and reproduce before winter approaches. Carefully gather and manage
three key resources needed to create flowers and fruits.

\u2500It's really cute, really funny. I really love it. :D. The best money you will ever spend to learn how to make games in Unity
beginning with zero knowledge. The price is tiny compared to the value you receive. You can view all the vids for free on the
developer's youtube channel but should support, even the tiny bit it costs on steam, his efforts and generosity in sharing his
knowledge for absolute beginners to encourage him to continue this great work. I actually watch the vids directly from the install
folder or on youtube instead of through steam is why my hours are so low on steam.

Just bought another copy for a 10-year-old family member and we are going to work through this course together.

And a personal thank you to the dev for creating this course, so well thought out, so thorough, a fantastic job teaching, and
continuing to add more vids (now up to 170+ videos) covering all the game systems. It probably cost more to get this on steam
than you have gotten back in sales.. Carried Away is a physic based game where you build ski lifts, jumps and bridges just to
bring Skiers from one point to another.

It has a nice tutorial to begin with so we can learn the UI and important keys. It has various levels to play with and challenge
yourself to earn all the objective and earn the achievements. It's not demanding on your system. You have level editor to mess
with. It's a simple and enjoyable game.

Here's 30 minutes of gameplay if you're interested: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aINkVR83F3Y&feature=youtu.be. play
it it's so captivating woah. BuriedTown: Imagine This War of Mine and Zafehouse Diaries birthed a mobile-port love-child. And
it's decent...
I would recommend this to anyone who enjoyed either of these titles...

Your shelter\/resource contains the genetics of TWOM, including: crafting. cooking, defense, sleep\/exaughtion, weather\/temp,
and health\/mental upkeep. The military-time day\/night counter runs continuosly, with every task requiring said amount of time
to complete. It's a pretty basic formula for those familiar with TWOM, mostly proritizing what to build to initially survive
versus the race to prepare for, and survive, the oncoming winter...

The DNA of ZH:D is found in the travel\/exploration\/combat aspect of the game. Diffrent area nodes will become available as
you progress in the game. It consists of timed travel, requiring a few hours to traverse the debris to each destination. Each node
has a set number of rooms to explore for potential resources required to survive, occasionally finding secret areas, or you could
get attacked... Battle is pure RNG with fast flavor text, there is no "action" here.

Before initializing combat, a threat level is given indicating the severity of the encounter. Low threat means fewer and weaker
zombies, with higher threat levels sometimes raising not only enemy numbers but their severity. And yes, you can avoid battles
by either not walking into the next room containing zombies or by running away if attacked while traveling. Enemies will
usually start four meters away. As the distance closes, you will fire your ranged weapon, if you have one, and then engage in
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melee combat until victory or defeat. Ammo is universal for each gun, but save those bullets for tougher battles later in game...

This is a tough little cookie, but doable after you figure out how to proritize your base growth. Also, there are crucial NPC's that
will eventually appear asking for resources. Each can be visited at a stationary node after they make initial contact, trading
necessary materials and accepting favored items as gifts to raise your companionship level. Higher levels means not only better
trades, but also more varied items. Dont ignore your neighbors...

All in all this is an enjoyable game if you don't mind rage-quitting a window mode only mobile port with little to no feed back
from the developer. I'd sorely love to see a full screen mode with a pause option, other than the quit\/continue screen, in shelter
strictly for viewing resources\/stats, but the non-stop timer otherwise adds to the direness of the situation. Also, while outside of
your sheleter, there is no way of identifying the materials you gather. Some icons are self explanitory, such as food and wood,
but otherwise it's memorization of what's what till you get it home to inspect...

All negative reviews and aspects aside, I personally rate BuriedTown 3.5 out of 5.... I've only raced through the first Cup of
Career, so I can't speak for the full game, but so far this is a great Kart racer. Power-ups are unique, reasonably powered, and
well-placed. Characters are well designed. Karts handle nicely, very arcadey.

It's along the lines of Mario Kart Double Dash / Wii crossed with Crash Team Racing and Mad-Nation Racers. Tight tracks that
require good reflexes and the right level of challenge for someone familiar with the genre.

It scratches that karting itch. Don't be put off by the Fruit theme, it's a true kart racer.

My one gripe is the background music. It's not terrible, just too cheery. I'm probably a little older than the target audience
though.

Fantastic game. Excited to see how much more this can shine when it's through Early Access.
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